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(1) I: ((writes)) ……………. and . when you were in Guinea … urm .. then what 

happened they put you on another boat 

(2) AS: then I saw people (road) they were going inside a big one . 

(3) I: a big boat . big boat 

(4) AS: yeah I was crying . shouting for help . there x saw a man .. he asked what is 

happening I told him there ‘s war in my country I can’t go back .. then .I say  you 

have to help .me . flee . for my life to safe .. then .. he said ok . xx I don’t  xxx like 

aaa I don’t xx how to . call it xxxxxx times .. the people I was with . people that 

he said ok .. I should go inside .. no problem .. they won’t catch me . inside . the 

boat . they take  xxx I don’t know  

(5) I: this man .bought 

(6) AS= yeah 

(7) I: the ticket for you 

(8) AS: yeah 

(9) I: for the boat 

(10) AS: yeah … and I was inside …………………………….   

(11) I: so . you think he bought the ticket and then you were in the boat 

(12) AS: yes I was inside the boat .. 

(13) I: you were . hidden 

(14) AS: x 

(15) I: you had to hide 

(16) AS: no 

(17) I: no at all  you don’t you was free on the boat= 

(18) AS: yeah 

(19) I: you were free on the boat 

(20) AS: yeah 

(21) I: yeah .. ((writes down)) ………………… and so . that boat took you . to 

Belgium . yeah 

(22) AS: I don’t know if it was Belgium that time 

(23) I: uhum 

(24) AS: but xx I knew it was .. xx it was Belgium 

(25) I: uhum ………………………… 

(26) AS: so .. 

(27) I: uhum …… 

(28) AS: xxx this .. but I don’t know it was Belgium 

(29) I: yeah 

(30) AS: at that time … xxx I see people they put me inside of the boat  then I have to 

come down xxxx when I come down I see a lot of people … p people they were 

(standing) I don’t know what . they were waiting for  … and . I now saw people 

walk into it .. I xx I was walking again .walking again . I saw them . they stand .. 

some of them still walking .. 

(31) I: uhum 

(32) AS: then I stand .. you know … now they still are . urm people coming then 

people was running inside now they they enter inside too .. there there was 

coming  then people was going out of the bus .. and then . xx inside .. and I have 

to xxxx but there’s no . people inside  that place ..xxxxxx so .. it was 

xxxxxxxxxxx and I have to . stay xx I don’t know xxxxxxx so then I sleep 

xxxxxxxxxx then I saw a xxxxxx 
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1. 

at that time … xxx I see people  

they put me inside of the boat   

then I have to come down xxxx  

 

2. 

when I come down I see a lot of people …  

p people they were (standing)    ← 

I don’t know what . they were waiting for  …  

and . I now saw people walk into it ..    ← 

 

3. 

I xx I was walking again .    ← 

walking again .     ← 

I saw them .  

they stand ..       ← 
some of them still walking    ← 

 

4. 

then I stand ..        ← 

you know …  

now they still are . urm people coming  

then people was running inside  

now they they enter inside too ..  

there there was coming   

then people was going out of the bus ..  

and then . xx inside ..  

 

5. 

and I have to xxxx  

but there’s no . people inside  that place ..xxxxxx  

so .. it was xxxxxxxxxxx  

 

6.. 

and I have to . stay xx  

I don’t know xxxxxxx  

so then I sleep xxxxxxxxxx  

 

7.. 

then I saw a xxxxxx 

 

 


